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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the existence of multiple nontrivial solutions
of the Dirichlet boundary value problem{−pu = f x u in 
u = 0 on ∂, Dp
where  ⊂ N is a bounded open domain with smooth boundary ∂ and
f  ω× →  is a Carathe´odory function with the subcritical growth
	f x t	 ≤ c1+ 	t	q−1 a.e. x ∈  t ∈  (1.1)
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where q ∈ 1Np/N − p if 1 < p < N and q ∈ 1+∞ if 1 < N ≤ p.
Here p denotes the p-Laplacian operator; that is, pu = div	∇u	p−2∇u.
When p = 2, it is the usual Laplacian operator.
From a variational stand point, ﬁnding weak solutions of Dp in
W
1 p
0  is equivalent to ﬁnding critical points of the C1functional
given by
Ju = 1
p
∫

	∇u	p dx−
∫

Fx udx u ∈ W 1 p0  (1.2)
where Fx t = ∫ t0 f x sds and the Sobolev space W 1 p0  is a Banach
space endowed with the norm u = ∫ 	∇u	p dx 1p .
Let f x 0 ≡ 0; then Dp admits the trivial solution u ≡ 0. We are
interested in ﬁnding nontrivial solutions for Dp. The existence of non-
trivial solutions for Dp depends on the behaviors of the term f x t or
its primitive Fx t near 0 and near inﬁnity.
It is well known (See [18]) that the p-homogeneous boundary value
problem {
−pu = λ	u	p−2u in 
u = 0 on ∂ D
0
p
has the ﬁrst eigenvalue λ1 > 0 that is simple and has an associated eigen-
function which is positive in . It is also known that λ1 is an isolated point
of σ−p, the spectrum of −p, which contains at least an increasing
eigenvalue sequence obtained by the Lusternik–Schnirlaman theory.
Let V = ϕ1 be the one-dimensional eigenspace associated to λ1, where
ϕ1 > 0 in  and ϕ1 = 1. Taking one subspace W ⊂ W 1 p0  comple-
menting V such that W 1 p0  = V ⊕W , there exists λ¯ > λ1 such that∫

	∇u	p dx ≥ λ¯
∫

	u	p dx for u ∈ W (1.3)
When p = 2, one can take λ¯ = λ2, the second eigenvalue of − in H10.
In this paper we give conditions on which Dp has at least two nontrivial
solutions. More precisely, we have the following results.
Theorem 1.1. Let f satisfy the following conditions:
(f0) There is some r > 0 small and λ1 < λˆ < λ¯ such that
λ1	t	p ≤ pFx t ≤ λˆ	t	p for t ∈  with 	t	 ≤ r a.e. x ∈ 
(f1) lim sup	t	→∞
pFxt
	t	p < λ1
Then the problem Dp has at least two nontrivial solutions in W 1 p0 .
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Theorem 1.2. Let f satisfy (f0) and let the following conditions hold:
(f2) lim	t	→∞
pFxt
	t	p = λ1.
(f3) lim	t	→∞ f x tt − pFx t = +∞.
Then the problem Dp has at least two nontrivial solutions in W 1 p0 .
Remark 1.1. (i) In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, the condition (f0) allows
the problem (Dp) is resonant near 0 at the ﬁrst eigenvalue λ1 from the right
side. Clearly, (f0) contains the situations limt→0 pFx t/	t	p = λ ∈ λ1 λ¯.
But here we do not need to assume that the limit exists.
(ii) f1 is a nonresonance condition, and f2 means the problem
Dp is resonant at inﬁnity. In Theorem 1.2, the more interesting case is
that near the 0; near inﬁnity, the problem Dp is resonant at the same
eigenvalue λ1.
(iii) The same conclusions hold if we replace the conditions f0, f1,
and f2 by the following stronger conditions, respectively:
(f ′0) There is some r > 0 small and λ1 < λˆ < λ¯ such that
λ1	t	p ≤ f x tt ≤ λˆ	t	p for t ∈  with 	t	 ≤ r a.e. x ∈ 
(f ′1) lim sup	t	→∞
f xt
	t	p−2t < λ1.
(f ′2) lim	t	→∞
f xt
	t	p−2t = λ1.
The problem Dp at resonance with p = 2 has been studied by a few
authors. With various conditions imposed on f x t or Fx t and via
directly variational methods or the minimax method, such as the well-known
saddlepoint theorem or the mountain pass theorem (see [21]), solvability
results for one solution were obtained (see, e.g., [1–3, and 11]). All of them
treated the situation for resonance at inﬁnity. The´lin [23] discussed (Dp)
or similar problems and obtained some results of the existence and nonex-
istence of positive solutions. More recently, Li and Zhou [17] studied the
existence of positive solution for the case where f x t = 0 for t ≤ 0 and
limt→+∞ f x t/t = l > λ1 via a variant of the mountain pass theorem. To
our knowledge, no multiplicity results have been obtained in the literature
for the resonance case or for the nonresonance case. So our results are new
and, moreover, as we show our methods are different from the aforemen-
tioned methods. Theorem 1.1 complements one of main results of Coast
and Magalhaes [11], who obtained the existence of at least one nontrivial
solution for the case
lim sup
t→0
pFx t
	t	p ≤ α < λ1 < β ≤ lim inf	t	→∞
pFx t
	t	p  a.e. x ∈ 
These results are new even for the linear case p = 2, because we
require only that f x t be a Carathe´dory function with subcritical growth.
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Under these conditions, the corresponding functional deﬁned by (1.2) is
only of C1, and no Morse indices are concerned. Moreover, based on the
nice properties of σ−, the spectrum of −, we can unify the conditions
f1 and f2. Let Eλk denote the eigenspace associated to λk. Then we
have the following stronger results.
Theorem 1.3. Let f satisfy the following:
(f4) There is some r > 0 small such that
λkt
2 ≤ 2Fx t ≤ λk+1t2 t ∈  	t	 ≤ r a.e. x ∈ k ∈ 
(f5) lim sup	t	→∞
f xt
t
≤ λ1.
(f6) Write gx t = f x t − λ1t. If un → ∞ and vn/un → 1,
then there exist δ > 0 and N0 ∈  such that
∫
 gx unvn dx ≤ −δ, where
un = vn +wn and vn ∈ Eλ1, wn ∈ Eλ1⊥.
Then the problem D2 has at least two nontrivial solutions in H10.
Remark 1.2. The condition f4 allows the problem D2 is resonant
near 0 between any two consecutive eigenvalues of − in H10. It is clear
that the conclusion is valid if we replace f4 by the following condition:
(f ′4) There is some r > 0 small such that
λk	t	2 ≤ f x tt ≤ λk+1	t	2 t ∈  	t	 ≤ r a.e. x ∈  k ∈ 
Theorem 1.3 extends some results in [12 and 22], where it was required
that f ′x 0 ∈ λk λk+1, k ∈  ∪ 0 λ0 = −∞, and the results obtained
via the Leray–Schauder degree which cannot be applied in our case.
Theorem 1.3 also extends some results of Chang [8, 9] and others.
The conditions presented here are very intuitive, and the conclusions are
interesting. The existence of multiple solutions depends mainly on the local
behavior of f x t or Fx t near 0 and near inﬁnity. Without these con-
ditions, it is hard to get multiple solutions of Dp even for the case where
p = 2. The proofs of our theorems will concern the Morse theory and
critical groups [8, 20]. Few applications of this method has been carried in
treating the quasi-linear problems. In next section we present some abstract
results.
2. PRELIMINARY: THREE–CRITICAL POINT THEOREM
The Morse theory is known to be very useful in studying the existence of
multiple solutions of differential equations having the variational structure.
The concept of critical groups is particularly pertinent.
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Let X be a real Banach space and let J ∈ C1X,  = u ∈ X 
J ′u = 0. Let u ∈  be an isolated critical point of J with Ju = c ∈ ,
and U be a neighborhood of u, containing the unique critical point, the
group
CqJ u = HqJc ∩U Jc ∩U\u q = 0 1 2     (2.1)
is called the q-th critical group of J at u, where Jc = u ∈ X  Ju ≤ c and
Hq· · the q-th singular relative homology group with integer coefﬁcients.
We say that u ∈  is an homological nontrivial critical point of J if at
least one of its critical groups is nontrivial.
J satisﬁes the deformation condition Dc([5, 6]) at level c ∈  if for any
ε¯ > 0 and any neighborhood  of c , there are ε > 0 and a continuous
deformation η  X × 0 1! → X such that
(i) ηu t = u for either t = 0 or u ∈ J−1c − ε¯ c + ε¯!
(ii) Jηu t is nonincreasing in t for any u ∈ X
(iii) ηJc+ε\  ⊂ Jc−ε.
We say that J satisﬁes D if J satisﬁes Dc for all c ∈ . We note here
that the usual PS condition or the C condition introduced by Cerami
(see [4]) can imply the D condition.
Let J satisfy the D condition and let # <∞. Take a < inf J. By
the Morse theory, the information of all critical point of J are contained in
the Morse inequality∑
u∈
Pt u = Pt∞+ 1+ tQt (2.2)
where
Ptu=
∞∑
q=0
dimCqJu tq and Pt∞=
∞∑
q=0
dimHqXJa tq (2.3)
are the Poincare´ polynomials of J at u ∈  and at inﬁnity and Qt is a
formal series with nonnegative integer coefﬁcients.
Now we present the following abstract critical point theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space and let J ∈ C1X satisfy
the D condition and be bounded from below. If J has a critical point that is
homological nontrivial and is not the minimizer of J, then J has at least three
critical points.
Proof. The idea of its proof is similar to that of in [19]. We sketch it
for the interested reader’s convenience. Because J is bounded from below
and satisﬁes the deformation property, it follows that J attains its min-
imum at some u1 ∈ X and CqJ u1 ∼= δq0. Take a < inf JX; then
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HqX Ja ∼= δq0. Of course, we may assume that u1 is the only mini-
mizer of J. Assume that  = u1 u∗, where u∗ is the known critical point
of J. Then the Morse inequality (2.2) reads as
Pt u∗ + Pt u1 = Pt∞+ 1+ tQt (2.4)
It follows that Pt u∗ = 1 + tQt. Because u∗ is not a minimizer of J
and is homologically nontrivial, we see that C0J u∗ ∼= 0 and Pt u∗ = 0.
Hence there exists q∗ ≥ 2 such that Hq∗Jc∗ Jc∗\u∗ = Cq∗J u∗ ∼= 0
where c∗ = Ju∗. By the deformations X $ Jc∗ and Jc∗\u∗ $ u1, we
have
Hq∗Jc∗ ∼= Hq∗X ∼= 0 Hq∗Jc∗\u∗ ∼= Hq∗−1Jc∗\u∗ ∼= 0
Now from the exact sequence
· · · → Hq∗Jc∗\u∗
i∗−→ Hq∗Jc∗ 
j∗−→ Hq∗Jc∗ Jc∗\u∗
∂∗−→ Hq∗−1Jc∗\u∗ → · · ·
we see easily that Hq∗Jc∗ Jc∗\u∗ = Cq∗J u∗ ∼= 0. This contradiction
completes the proof.
Theorem 2.1 is a slightly modiﬁcation of Theorem 2.2 in Liu [19]. We
mention that the condition that J has an homological nontrivial critical
point differing from the global minimizer is essential in this theorem. In
applications one often has the trivial critical point u = 0 and describes the
critical groups CqJ 0 in order to ﬁnding nontrivial critical point. It was
showed in [19] that under some local conditions near 0, 0 seems to be
homological nontrivial. Let us recall this result below.
Proposition 2.1 [19]. Assume that J has a critical point u = 0 with
J0 = 0. If J has a local linking at 0 with respect to X = V ⊕ W , k =
dim V <∞, i.e., there exists ρ > 0 small such that
Ju ≤ 0 u ∈ V u ≤ ρ Ju > 0 u ∈ W 0 < u ≤ ρ (2.5)
Then CkJ 0 ∼= 0; that is, 0 is an homological nontrivial critical point of J.
The concept of local linking was introduced by Li and Liu [13] and plays
important role in ﬁnding nontrivial critical points. It is a weaker condition
that makes the trivial critical point is homologically nontrivial. Most of its
applications have been carried in treating semilinear problems (see e.g.,
[14–16]). Later we apply it to the quasi-linear case and use it to prove our
existence result.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 via the abstract results in
Section 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let f satisfy (1.1). Then any bounded sequence un ⊂
W
1 p
0  such that J ′un → 0 in W 1 p0 ∗ as n → ∞ has a convergent
subsequence.
Proof. The proof is standard. Let un ⊂ W 1 p0  be bounded and
such that J ′un → 0 in W 1 p0 ∗ as n → ∞. Up to a subsequence, we
may assume that there is some u0 ∈ W 1 p0  such that
un ⇀ u0 in W
1 p
0  and un → u0 in Lp (3.1)
It follows from J ′un → 0 that
− pun − f x un → 0 in W 1 p0 ∗ as n→∞ (3.2)
Because −p is an homeomorphism from W 1 p0  to W 1 p0 ∗, we see
that
un − −p−1f x un → 0 in W 1 p0  as n→∞ (3.3)
By (1.1), the map u→ f x u is completely continuous from W 1 p0  to
W 1 p0 ∗, and it follows that
−p−1f x un → −p−1f x u0 in W 1 p0  (3.4)
Therefore, un → u0 in W 1 p0 .
Lemma 3.2. If f satisﬁes either (f1) or (f2) and f3, then
(i) J is coercive on W 1 p0 ; that is, Ju → +∞ as u → ∞
(ii) J satisﬁes the PS condition.
Proof. i. (a) Let (f1) hold. It follows from (f1) and (1.1) that for
some ε > 0 small, there is constant C > 0 such that
Fx t ≤ 1
p
λ1 − ε	t	p + C ∀t ∈  a.e. x ∈  (3.5)
Therefore by the Poincare´ inequality, for u ∈ W 1 p0 ,
Ju= 1
p
∫

	∇u	pdx−
∫

Fxudx
≥ 1
p
up− 1
p
λ1−εupLp−C		
≥ 1
p
(
1− λ1−ε
λ1
)
up−C		→+∞ as u→∞ (3.6)
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(b) Let (f2) and (f3) hold. Write Fx t = 1pλ1	t	p + Gx t and
f x t = λ1	t	p−2t + gx t. Then
lim
	t	→∞
pGx t
	t	p = 0 and lim	t	→∞gx tt − pGx t = +∞ (3.7)
It follows that for every M > 0, there is RM > 0 such that
gx tt − pGx t ≥M ∀t ∈  	t	 ≥ RM a.e. x ∈  (3.8)
Integrating the equality
d
dt
[
Gx t
	t	p
]
= gx tt − pGx t	t	p+1 (3.9)
over the interval t T ! ⊂ RM+∞, we have
Gx T 
Tp
− Gx t
tp
≥ M
p
(
1
Tp
− 1
tp
)
 (3.10)
Letting T → +∞, we see that Gx t ≤ −M/p, for t ∈ , t ≥ RM , a.e.
x ∈ . In a similar way, we have Gx t ≤ −M/p for t ∈ , t ≤ −RM , a.e.
x ∈ . Hence
lim
	t	→∞
Gx t = −∞ a.e. x ∈  (3.11)
Let un ⊂ W 1 p0  be such that un → ∞ as n → ∞ and Jun ≤ Ĉ
for some constant Ĉ ∈ . Taking vn = un/un, then up to subsequence,
we may assume that there is some v0 ∈ W 1 p0  such that
vn ⇀ v0 in W
1 p
0  vn → v0 in Lp and
vnx → v0x a.e. on 
(3.12)
Now
Ĉ
unp
≥ Jununp
= 1
p
∫

	∇vn	p − λ1	vn	pdx−
1
unp
∫

Gx undx
≥ 1
p
∫

	∇vn	p − λ1	vn	pdx+
M		
punp
− 1unp
∫
	unx	≤RM
Gx undx
≥ 1
p
∫

	∇vn	p − λ1	vn	pdx−
C1
unp
 (3.13)
So
lim sup
n→∞
∫

	∇vn	p dx ≤ λ1
∫

	v0	p dx (3.14)
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Because the norm is weakly semicontinuous, using the Poincare´ inequality
again, we have
λ1
∫

	v0	p dx ≤
∫

	∇v0	p dx ≤ lim inf
n→∞
∫

	∇vn	p dx
≤ lim sup
n→∞
∫

	∇vn	p dx (3.15)
By (3.14) and (3.15),
∫
 	∇v0	p dx = λ1
∫
 	v0	p dx and vn → v0 in W
1 p
0 
with v0 = 1. Hence v0 = ±ϕ1. Take v0 = ϕ1; then unx → +∞ a.e.
on . So Gx unx → −∞ a.e. on  by (3.11). Therefore,
Ĉ ≥ −
∫

Gx unxdx→+∞ as n→∞ (3.16)
This is impossible; hence J is coercive on W 1 p0 .
(ii) The (PS) condition follows from (i) and Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let f satisfy f0 then J has the local linking (2.5) at the
origin with respect to W 1 p0  = V ⊕W , k = dim V = 1.
Proof. (i) Take u ∈ V . Since V is ﬁnite dimensional, it is easily seen
that u ≤ ρ⇒ 	ux	 ≤ r ∀x ∈  for ρ > 0 small. So it follows from f0
that for u ≤ ρ,
Ju = 1
p
∫

	∇u	p dx−
∫

Fx udx
= λ1
p
∫

	u	p dx−
∫

Fx udx
=
∫
	u	≤r
[
λ1
p
	u	p − Fx u
]
dx ≤ 0 (3.18)
(ii) Take u ∈ W , using (1.1) and (1.3) we have the following
estimates.
Ju= 1
p
∫

	∇u	pdx−
∫

Fxudx
= 1
p
∫

	∇u	p−λˆ	u	pdx−
∫
	u	≤r
[
Fxu− λˆ
p
	u	p
]
dx
−
∫
	u	>r
[
Fxu− λˆ
p
	u	p
]
dx
≥ 1
p
1− λˆ
λ
up−c
∫

	u	sdx
≥ 1
p
1− λˆ
λ
up−cus p<s≤p∗=Np/N−p (3.19)
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It follows that when u ∈ W and 0 < u ≤ ρ for ρ > 0 small, Ju > 0.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorems 11 and 12. By Lemma 3.2, J is coercive and satis-
ﬁes the (PS) condition and then the D condition. Hence J is bounded
from below. By Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 2.1, the trivial solution u = 0 is
homological nontrivial and is not a minimizer. The conclusion follows from
Theorem 2.1.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Theorem 1.3 follows from the following lemmas, Proposition 2.1, and
Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 4.1. If f satisﬁes (f5) and (f6), then the functional J is coercive
on H10 and then satisﬁes the (PS) condition.
Proof. Write J as
Ju = 1
2
∫

	∇u	2 dx− 1
2
λ1
∫

u2 dx−
∫

Gx udx (4.1)
Write u = v + w with v ∈ Eλ1 and w ∈ Eλ1⊥. By (f5), we see that for
given ε > 0, there is ξ > 0 such that gx tt ≥ εt2 for 	t	 ≥ ξ. Hence for
s ∈ 0 1!,
J ′suu=s
∫

	∇u	2−λ1u2!dx−
∫

gxsuudx
≥ s
(
1− λ1
λ2
)
w2−
∫
	su	>ξ
gxsuudx−
∫
	su	≤ξ
gxsuudx
≥ s
(
1− λ1
λ2
)
w2−s
∫
	su	≥ξ
εu2dx−c
≥ s
(
1− λ1
λ2
)
w2− εs
λ1
u2−c (4.2)
So
Ju =
∫ 1
0
J ′su uds
≥
∫ 1
0
[
s
(
1− λ1
λ2
)
w2 − ε
λ1
u2 − c
]
ds
≥ 1
2
(
1− λ1
λ2
)
w2 − ε
2λ1
u2 − c
= 1
2
(
1− λ1
λ2
− ε
λ1
)
w2 − ε
2λ1
v2 − c (4.3)
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Take 0 < ε < λ1λ2 − λ1/λ2. It is clear that for ﬁxed R > 0,
Ju → +∞ as u → ∞ with v = R (4.4)
Because J is weakly lower semicontinuous on H10, it follows that J
attains its minimum on the set
CR = u ∈ H10  u = v +w v = R (4.5)
That is, for any given R > 0, there is uR ∈ H10 such that
JuR ≤ Ju for u ∈ CR (4.6)
Now take un ⊂ H10 such that un → ∞ and
Jun ≤ Ju for u ∈ Cτn (4.7)
where we write un = wn + τnϕ1 for the sake of convenience and ϕ1 > 0 is
the ﬁrst eigenfunction such that ϕ1 = 1. If there is some θ ∈ 0 1 such
that 	τn	 ≤ θun for large n, then wn ≥
√
1− θ2	τn	, and so
Jun ≥
1
2
(
1− λ1
λ2
− ε
λ1
)
wn2 −
ε
2λ1
√
1− θ2 wn
2 − c (4.8)
and it follows that Jun → +∞ as n → ∞ if ε > 0 is small enough.
Therefore, we consider the case where 	τn	/un → 1 as n→∞. Up to a
subsequence, we may choose 	τn	 < 	τn+1	. Now
Jun+1 − Jun = Jwn+1 + τn+1ϕ1 − Jwn + τnϕ1
≥ Jwn+1 + τn+1ϕ1 − J
(
wn+1 +
	τn	
	τn+1	
τn+1ϕ1
)
=
∫

[
G
(
xwn+1 +
	τn	
	τn+1	
τn+1ϕ1
)
−Gxwn+1 + τn+1ϕ1
]
dx
=
∫ 1
0
( ∫

gxwn+1 + τntτn+1ϕ1
× τntτn+1ϕ1 dx
)τ′nt
τnt
dt (4.9)
where
τnt =
t	τn	 + 1− t	τn+1	
	τn+1	
 (4.10)
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Because
τntτn+1ϕ1
wn+1 + τntτn+1ϕ1
→ 1 as n→∞ (4.11)
it follows from f6 that there is δ > 0 and N0 ∈  such that∫

gxwn+1 + τntτn+1ϕ1τntτn+1 ϕ1 dx ≤ −δ for n ≥ N0 (4.12)
Hence
Jun+1 − Jun ≥ −δ
∫ 1
0
τ′nt
τnt
dt
= −δ
∫ 1
0
	τn	 − 	τn+1	
t	τn	 + 1− t 	τn+1	
dt
= −δ lnt	τn	 + 1− t 	τn+1	10
= δln 	τn+1	 − ln 	τn	 (4.13)
So
Jun+1 = JuN0 +
n∑
i=N0
Jui+1 − Jui
≥ JuN0 + δ
n∑
i=N0
ln 	τi+1	 − ln 	τi	
= JuN0 + δln 	τn+1	 − ln 	τN0 	 → ∞ as n→∞ (4.14)
Therefore, J is coercive on H10.
Lemma 4.2. Let f satisfy (f4). Then functional J has a local link-
ing (2.5) with respect to H10 = V ⊕ W , where V = ⊕kj=1Eλj and
W = ⊕j≥k+1Eλj.
Proof. (i) Because V is ﬁnite dimensional, we have that for given
r > 0, there is some ρ > 0 such that
u ∈ V u ≤ ρ ⇒ 	ux	 ≤ r/3 ≤ r a.e. x ∈  (4.15)
Now on V , we have by f4 that for u ∈ V with u ≤ ρ,
Ju =
∫

[
1
2
	∇u	2 − Fx u
]
dx
≤ 1
2
∫

	∇u	2 − λku2dx ≤ 0 (4.16)
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(ii) For u ∈ W , we write u = v + w, where v ∈ Eλk+1 and w ∈
⊕j>k+1Eλj. Then
Ju ≥ 1
2
(
1− λk+1
λk+2
)
w2 +
∫

(
1
2
λk+1u
2 − Fx u
)
dx (4.17)
For 	ux	 ≤ r, ∫
	ux	≤r
(
1
2
λk+1u
2 − Fx u
)
dx ≥ 0 (4.18)
For 	ux	 > r, we have 	wx	 ≥ 23 	ux	. Hence by (1.1) and the Poincare´
inequality, we have∫
	ux	>r
(
1
2
λk+1u
2−Fxu
)
dx≤c
∫
	ux	>r
	ux	s+1dx
≤c
∫

3/2s+1	wx	s+1dx
≤cws+1 where 2<s+1≤2∗ (4.19)
Hence
Ju ≥ 1
2
(
1− λk+1
λk+2
)
w2
+
∫
	ux	≤r
(
1
2
λk+1u
2 − Fx u
)
dx− cws+1 (4.20)
If w = 0 v = 0, and v ≤ ρ, then 	vx	 ≤ r when ρ is small enough. So
Jv =
∫

(
1
2
	∇v	2 − Fx v
)
dx
=
∫

(
1
2
λk+1 v
2 − Fx v
)
dx ≥ 0 (4.21)
If Jv = 0, then by (f4), f x t = λk+1t a.e. on  and 	t	 ≤ r. Back to
D2, we ﬁnd that 0 is not an isolated critical point of J. So we get the
conclusion that
Ju > 0 for u ∈ W with 0 < u ≤ ρ (4.22)
This completes the proof.
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